Season’s Greetings 2021
Oh the virus outside is frightful
But the Wi-Fi’s so delightful
And since we’re stuck in some room
Let us zoom, let us zoom, let us zoom!
Oh, it doesn’t show signs of stopping
And we’re home for school and shopping
We’re fighting off thoughts of doom
So we zoom and we zoom and we zoom
Dean Martin

Now is the best time to be alive. 100 years ago any
international effort to confront global warming or a
pandemic would not have happened. The political
stability, technology and communications did not exist.
80 years ago my four sons would have only seen the
world if they went to war for which they would have had
little choice. There was a 33% chance that one of them
would have been killed, and none of them would have
returned undamaged.
The problems we are facing today are not the result of
malevolence. They are the result of building a better life
for everyone. In the last 70 years, one billion people have
been taken out of poverty. We have clean running water,
we can travel internationally, we have reliable electricity,
access to good health services and most of the world is
at peace.
Society survives by doing what works. We cannot sustain
the population of the world on the agrarian practices of
the past. Mass produced food distributed in supermarkets
maybe unattractive but the quaint village where producer
and consumer meet face to face is no longer possible.
The technology we enjoy cannot be manufactured locally
at a cost we can afford. The recent supply chain issues
show us how interconnected and efficient the system of
global trade is.
It has taken 1000’s of years to get to this point, with
many societies destroyed along the way. Do not
condemn or seek to destroy
the society that sustains you.
We will find the solutions to
the problems of our success.

